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ate of Tested LSI Chips

Forecasting Reject

s. c. SETH, MEMBER, IEEE .4ND v. D. AGRAWAL, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE
Absrract-Therejectrate
of LSI chipsdue to incompletefault
is the fraction of faulty chips, among the chips
coverage of the tests
is a measure of the tested
that pass the tests. This reject rate, which
It is, however, difficult
chip quality, contributes to the field returns.
to determine the tested chip quality from the field return data which
may also include rejects due to handling damages, infant mortality, etc.
Also, alarge number of chips must be in use
in the field before an
adequate amount of field return data can be obtained. This paper gives
a method of forecasting the reject rate from the test data alone before
any field trials are made.

WEIGHTEDLEASTMEAN SQUARED ESTIMATION
The mean squared error for fitting
P ( f ) to the experimental
data is defined as [2]
k

MSE = , Z [ P ( f f )- Pi]
1 =1

*

,loo ( f m a x

-h),

(3)

where
Pi),i = 1 , . . . k , are the experimental data as shown
in Fig. 1 and f,, is the maximum fault coverage u p t o which
experimental data are available (0.65 in Fig. 1). The last factor
BACKGROUND
a = 1 correis known as the weighting factor.Noticethat
sponds to the unweighted mean squared error while 0 < a < 1
In a recent paper [ 11 the reject rate of the tested chips was
weightstheerrornearer
to fmax, heavier.From ( 2 ) , since
obtained as
P ( 1 ) = 1-y, we should select the value of the weighting paramy is minimized.Thereare
eter, a , suchthatthevarianceof
several procedures which minimize (3) and then find the variance of estimated parameters[3] . In practice, many nonlinear
searchcomputerroutinesareavailable.
We will illustrate the
where f = fault coverage of tests
procedure by using the nonlinear estimation program known
n o = average number of faults on a defective chip
(as
as NLIN (Non-LINear regression) [4]. Theprogramfirstperexplained in [ l ] , n o is different from the defect
formsacoarsesearchoftheparameterspacetodetermine
density that is normally used in yield analysis)
starting values, and then uses an iterative method to minimize
and y = true yield of good chips.
the weighted mean square error. For the data of Fig. 1, this
For computing r ( f ) , the yield was-assumed t o be known and
program gave the values of y and n o , which minimize (3), as
In today's
theparameter n o was evaluatedfromtestdata.
2 . Theprogram also providesthe95%conshowninFig.
rapidly changing technology, however, the yield is not always
as theshaded
known. In fact: true yield can be estimated only after the chip fidenceintervalsfortheparametersshown
region in the figure. As the value of the weighting parameter a
hasbeeninproductionforsometime.Thispaperpresents
was reduced, the 95% intervals continue t o become narrower
anapplicationofaforecastingtechniqueforevaluationof
untilat a = 0.55: theparametervaluesandtheirrangesare
yield and reject rate from the test data.
~

BASIC IDEA
1.0

A complete fault coverage is usually not possible for LSI
tests. TypicaI experimental data are shown in Fig. 1 (see Table
1 of [ 11 ). This graph shows the fraction of the manufactured
chips that are rejected as the fault coverage is increased. In this
65% faultcoverage.Thebasicidea
case thetestingstopsat
behindthepresentwork
is to predictorforecasthowthe
fraction of rejected chips will continue to grow if testing was
extended to 100% fault coverage. Using the parameters y and
n o , as defined above, the theoretical probability of rejecting a
chip with tests having a fault coverage fwas obtained in [ 11 as
P ( f ) = (1-y)
[I-(l-f)e-'"~-l)f].

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
(REFERENCE 1, TABLE 1)
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We will now estimatey and n o such that the forecast error in
P(1) is minimized.
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Fig. 1. Wafer test data: fraction of chips rejected as a function of fault
S . C. Seth is with the Department of Computer Science at the Univer- coverage of tests. The continuous curve corresponds to the probabilsity of Nebraska, Lincoln, NB 68588; V. D. Agrawal is with Bell Laboraityofrejectingthechipcomputedfromtheestimatedparameters
tories, Murray Hill, NJ 07974.
y = 0.06675 and n o = 8.1.
'
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stabilized and no further change ina was considered necessary.
.v = 0.06675and
Thebestfitvaluesoftheparametersare
n o = 8.1 with the 95% confidence ranges being
lO.00015 and
kO.09, respectively. The best fit P(f),as computed from (2), is
shown in Fig. 1 as the continuous curve.
as computed from (1). For
Figure 3 shows the reject rate
bein the
the 95% rangeof J' and ~1~ the reject rate would
shaded region in the figure. This gives a 4.3% reject rate for the
65% fault coverage. The fault coverage should be increased t o
80% for a 1%>and to 95% for a 0.1% reject rate. These results
are substantially in agreement with those obtained in
[l] .We
have, however, removed the need for the prior knowledge of
the yield. In fact the estimated yield of 6.6%
is fairly close to
the yield of 7% used in [ 11 .
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Fig. 2 . Estimatedparameters y and n o (solid cunes) andtheir95%
confidenceintervals(shadedregions)asfunctions
of theweighting
parameter a.

CONCLUSION

1.0

A nonlinearparameterestimation
isused t o forecastthe
reject rate of the testedLSI chips from the functional test data.
In this procedure the chip yield is also estimated. This method
to studythe LSI testqualityevenbeforethe
canbeused
product is sent into the field. The result also helps in deciding
whether the fault coverage of tests is adequate or needs to be
improved.
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Fig. 3 . Rejectrate as computedfromtheestimatedparameters.
For
95% confidence interval of parameters, y = 0.06675 i: 0.00015 and
n , = 8.10 k 0.09, the reject rate lies in the shaded region.
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